Effect of neon ions on synchronized Chinese hamster cells.
The variation in radiosensitivity across the cell cycle after exposure to neon ions and 60Co gamma-rays is reported for cultured hamster cells. The cells were first synchronized by mitotic selection, then resynchronized in the region of the G1/S boundary by treatment with 10(-3)M hydroxyurea. Although the use of hydroxyurea improves the synchrony, it does sensitize cells at the G1/S boundary to some degree. The cells were exposed at the plateau and the distal peak position of a neon ion beam modified by a 10 cm wide ridge filter. The results indicate that the variation (ratio of maximum to minimum survival after fixed doses of radiation that are approximately matched to produce similar cell killing) was approximately 80 to 100-fold for 60Co gamma-rays and neon ions at the plateau, and 25-fold for distal peak neon ions. While the r.b.e. of distal peak neon ions decreased rapidly with increasing dose for cells in late S-phase, the r.b.e. is independent of dose for cells at the G1/S boundary.